Chronic Ovarian Torsion Treated Laparoscopically
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Abstract

Ovarian torsion is a rare gynecological emergency that may elude diagnosis leading to delayed operative intervention and ovarian resection. We report a 39 year old female who presented with acute one-sided abdominal pain whose diagnosis was missed by the emergency physician resulting in loss of the ovary. The surgery was performed by the gynecologist laparoscopically.

Introduction

Ovarian torsion is a rare gynecological emergency that may elude diagnosis leading to delayed operative intervention and ovarian loss. The patient usually suffers from symptoms for 3 days and the diagnosis is usually at surgery.

Case Report

A 39 year old female, gravida 3, para 1, came to the emergency room with right-sided pelvic pain. She had a history of hysterectomy and left salpingo-oophorectomy five years ago. She was prescribed an anti-inflammatory drug and discharged home. Three days later she returned with increasing right-sided pelvic pain. Abdominal palpation elicited rebound pain in the right lower quadrant. Ultrasound imaging showed an enlarged right ovary. Diagnostic laparoscopy was performed which revealed a black (infarcted) and torsed right ovary with avulsion of the parietal peritoneum (see picture). The infarcted ovary was removed laparoscopically.
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Discussion

Laparoscopic treatment of ovarian torsion is a relatively simple procedure for an advanced minimal invasive surgeon. Therefore, open laparotomy should be discouraged if access to minimal invasive surgery is available. The most important part of the procedure is to begin with locating the ureter at the pelvic brim then open the peritoneum at this level and dissect the ureter out past the torsion to assure that it in not injured in taking the pedicle to remove the necrotic ovary. Over a period of nearly three decades we have encountered a handful of ovarian torsion cases. Ovarian torsion cases should be differentiated from hemorrhagic ovarian cyst cases. Sonography is usually not reliable in the diagnosis or exclusion of this entity². From our experience, an edematous ovary on ultrasound that appears larger on successive investigations in association with a slightly elevated white blood count² seems to be more suggestive of ovarian torsion. A hemorrhagic ovarian cyst usually reaches its largest diameter quickly and often on the first ultrasound.
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investigation. A hemorrhagic ovarian cyst is also less likely to be associated with an elevated white blood count. Sometimes, a positive whirlpool sign in the twisted vascular pedicle of the ovary can be detected using color Doppler sonography. This is considered “the most definitive sign” of ovarian torsion.

**Conclusion**

Ovarian torsion has an incidence of 3% among acute gynecological admissions and is frequently missed at first presentation. It should always be suspected when the patient is female with acute abdomen and one-sided pelvic pain. In our patient’s case, an absent uterus and absent left ovary should have alerted the emergency doctor to the possibility of ovarian torsion in the remaining right ovary. A strategy of nonhesitant use of diagnostic laparoscopy in female acute abdomen cases may improve detection rates and ovarian salvage odds. A study into the rate of ovarian torsion occurrence in patients with a history of hysterectomy and the culpability of disturbing the anchoring system of the ovary in the pathomechanism of this acute misfortune is warranted.
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